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                                 ABSTRACT

       The experiment on the photoproduction ofzO meson$ from neutrons was carried out, by
    using a liquid deuterium target, at the pion angle of 90e in the center of mass system and

    in the energy region around the IV(15i8) resonance. The reaction r+n-e-Te-l-n was
    identified by detecting the neutron and two r rays decaying from the rrO rneson, with a
                                      v    scintillation counter and a pair of lead glass aerenkov counters, respectively. The result
    seems to be consistent with the previous resultsi) that the isovector part is dominant in

    the Di3- amp}itude of the T meson photoproduction on the free nucleon around the
    Ar(1518) resonance, from the measurement of the reaction r+d.ne+d.

g 1. Introduction

    Many theoretical and experimental studies on the pion photoproduction from
protons, D'+p->7re+p aRcl r>'+P--e-7r"+n, have been performed, because the studies
of the reaction provide the valuable informations about the pion-nucleon interaction.
Also the information on the electromagnetic interaction of the incoming photon
with the nuc}eoR can be obtained by the studies on the pion photorpoduction.
  In the pion photoproductioR from nucleons, the electromagnetic interaction
can be expressed with a sum of the isoscalar and isovector interactions, since the
final rrN system can have either I==Sorgstate. Using Watson's isospin formali-

sm,2) the transition amplitudes of the pion photoproduction can be written as
follows :

               T(7+pojn" -- n)= VM-31 (2V3+ V[l/l(2 Si+2Vi)), (1-1)

               T(7+p.ze+p)=V'Il/II(2v,--S-(2s,ÅÄvi) ), (i-2)

               T(7+n-e-rrmÅÄp) =V'-ll-(2V3--v/S-(2Si-Vi) ), (l-3)

               T(7-yn.rrOÅ}n)=-v/[l/i(2V3ÅÄ-5-(2Si-Vi) i, (1-4)

where Si is an isoscalar part of the transition amplitude and Vi and V3 are the
isovector parts of the transition amplitude, defining by

 * This experimenta] results were briefiy reported as a short note in Journal of Physical Society of

   Japan.s)
** Now at Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.
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           s,==<i-S, i,-Å}S,sIi-S, i,-Å}t>,

             dr tvi -<S•Å}g v S) Å} S>•

             vEv,=<g,Å}s vlg,Å} e>•

Generally, three amplitudes, Si, Vi, and V3, are functions of ordinary spins and
momenta, besldes being dependent on the expiicit form of the interaction. Sim-
ilariy, the transition amplitude of the reaction 7+d.zO+d can be written,
excluding the deuteron form factor, as follows:

               T(7+d..O+d)oc V[31]I {4V,-V,}. (1-5)

In order to estimate five real parameters, convenieRtly chosen as the three amp-
litudes, ]Si[2, lVil2 and IV3l2, and two relative phase angles, (arg V3-arg Vi) and
(arg Vrarg Si), five rr photoproduction amplitudes of the precess (I-1) te (1-5)
have to be measured.
    Taking account of the N(l5I8) resonance for the intermediate state of
the process or+N->Nts' ->rr+N, the isoscalar part Si and the isovector part Vi can
contribute to the process. In order to evaluate Vi and Si, three processes, (1-5),
(1-l) or (1-2) and (1-3) or (1-4), must be measured.
    Previously we have reported') the experimental results of the differentia} cross
section for the reaction 7+d-rre+d at the p!on angle of 500N60e in the center of
mass system and in the photon energy range from 500 MeV to 820 MeV. The aim
ofthe experiment was to measure the isotopic vector part of the rr" photoproduction

amplitude around the N(1518) resonance. The results are consistent with the
conclusion that the isotopic vector part is dominant in the Di3-wave amplitude of
the rrO photoproduction from free nucleoRs.
    A few differential cross sections for the reaction "l+n-rrO+n have been measu-
red ; G. Cocconi and A. Silverman3) measured the ratio of the rrO photoproduc-
tion cross sections from deuterium to these from hydrogen at the pion angie of 900
in lab. system around the photon energy of 300 MeV by detecting oRly one of
decay 7-rays from the zaO meson. C. R. Clinesmith et al.`) measured also the
same ratio at the pion angle from OO to 900 in the center ofrnass system and at photon

energies of 1150 MeV and 1350 MeV by detecting two 7-rays. They reduced the
neutron cross sections from this ratio and the hydrogen cross section.
    The present paper reports the experimental result5) of the rrO mesoR photo-
production from neutrons at the pion angle of 90e in the photon-neutron center of
mass system around the N(I518) resonance. The measurement has beeR carried
out by detecting two 7 rays decaying from the rrO meson and the recoil neutron,
using a liquid deuterium target.

g 2. Experimental Method

  a. Beam and Target
    The general layout of this experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The experiment was
carried out with the bremsstrahlung beam from the electron synchrotron ofInstitute
for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo. The bremsstrahlung beam was produced
in a platinum radiator of50 ib in thickness which was bombarded with the circulating
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electron beam of 950 MeV. The beam was collimated by a 300 mm- thick lead
collimator with a hole of 5 mrn in diameter. The beam profile was 26 mm in
dlameter at the position of the target and 30 mm in diameter at a quantameter.
The charged particies in the brernsstrahlung beam were swept away by a sweeping
magnet behind the collimeter. The beam intensity was measured with the Wilson
type quantameter. The fluctuation of the maximum eRergy of the bremsstrahlung
beam was within 25 MeV.
    The target container was made of O.075 mm--thlck Mylar. Its shape was
cyiindrical; 97 mm in length along the beam axis and 50 mrn in diameter. The
target container was fi11ed with liquid deuterium or liquid hydrogen.
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  b. xO Counter
    The rrO counter used in this experimeBt has already been reported6). As ls
shown ik Fig. 2, the vaO counter consisted of a pair of (Zerenkov counters of the total

absorption type. Their opening angle was set at 30.60 to obtain the maximum
detect!ng efriciency for nO mesons of 507 MeVlc. In order to reject low energy 7
rays and charged particles, a lead sheet of 2 mm and a veto counter made of plastic
scintillator of5 mm in thickness were placed in front ofeach derenkov counter. The

lead sheet converts 250 MeV 7 rays into charged particles with the probability of
21 .2 0/. .

    [lrhe aerenkov counters were made of SF-2 lead glass') which has the reflective

index of 1.6477, the density of3.84 g/cm3 and a radiation Iength of IO.9 glcm2. The
shape was a cube of250 mm. The lead glass was viewed by nine photomultipliers
(RCA 6655A) from one side. After nine output pulses were adjusted to'give the
same pulse heights, they were added together. The pulse he!ght linearities, the
energy resolutions and the detecting efflciencies of the derenkov counters were

measured in the energy regioR from IOO MeV to 7eO IMeV by using tlte electron
beam of the momentum spread of about 20/.. rlrhe results are showR in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Pulse height linearity, energy resolution and detecting eMciency
      counter of the 6erenkov

    The detecting eeeciency of the rrO counter was obtained by measuring ne mesons
produced from the reaction 7+P.FzaO+P. The experimektal layout is showR in
Fig. I(b). In order to determiRe the momentum and intensity of rre mesons, the
recoil proton was detected by the combination of the momentum analyzing magnet
and the time ofgight method. SI counter extended the angle from 58.0e to 62.0e
in the Lab. system. The flight time between the counter Sl and S2 x4ras measured
by using the time to pu!se height converter. The momentum spread of the analyz-
ing magnet was 6.730/,. The electronic system is shown in Fig. 4(a). As is shown
in the Tabie l, the measured detecting efficiencies agree well with the values which
are ca}culated geometrically w!th the assumaption that the detecting efllciencies of
the derenkov counters are 1000/o for 7 rays.

  c. Neutron Counter
    The construction ofthe neutyon counter is shown in Fig. 5. In order to reject
low energy 7 rays and charged particles, a lead sheet of 3 rnm in thickness and a
veto counter made of a plastic scintillator of 10 mm in thickness were placed in
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[rable i. Detecting eMciency of rre counter.
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front of the neutron counter. The neutron counter was made of a p!astic scintil-
lator8' of 20 cmÅ~50 cmÅ~20 cm (width Å~ height Å~ thickness). The plastic
scintiliator was viewed by two RCA 7046 photomultip}iers through the Lucite light
guides. The dependence of the pulse height on the positions in the plastic scintil-
lator was measured by moving a iight pulser or the eiectron beam. The maximum
fiuctuation of the pulse height was found to be about 20/,.
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Fig. 6. Detecting eMciency oftheneutron counter. The neutron counter of Crabb et
      al.9) was 28.6 crn in thickness. The bias level was set at 6 IvteV of the protons.

      The counter of XNiegand et al.9) was 15 cm in thickness. The bias level was set

      at 4 MeV. Our counter was 2e cm in thickness. The bias level was set at 45
      MeV for the low gain set. Two solid curves show the energy spread of the
      neutron used for the calibration run at 75MeV and 225 MeV, respectively.

    The detecting efllciency of the neutron counter was rneasured by using the
neutrons produced from the reaction 7+P.7r'+n. In order to determine the
energies and the intensiÅíy of neutrons, the rr' mesons s-rere detected with the same
apparatus used in the nO counter calibration run. The e}ectronic system used in
this run is shown in Fig. 4(b). The detec'ting efflciencies of the neutron counter
were measured for two sets of the cQunter gain. The detecting efficiencies for the
high gain and low gain sets together with other results9' are shown in Fig. 6 and
Table 2. It is seen that the detecting efficiencies of our counter are fairly lower
than others', because the bias was set at higher level and corresponded to 45 MeV
ofprotons for the low gain set. At the neutron energy of 225 MeV the detecting
eMciency for the high gain set is nearly equal to that for the low gain set. The pulse
height distribution obtained with the low gain set is shown in Fig. 7.

  d. Reaction 7+d.Te+n+(p)*
    The differential cross section of the reaction 7+n-e-rrO+n was measured with
the nO counter and the neutron counter by using the deuterium target, as is shown
in Fig. 1. In order to reduce the background of the low energy neutron produced
from the photodlsintegration of the deuteron, the low gain set of the neutron counter
was used during this run. The intensity of the 7 ray beam was l<eptless than about
5 Å~ 108 equivalent quanta per second. The electronic system is shown in Fig. 4(c).

* <N) denotes the spectator nucleon, hereafter.
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Fig, 7. Pulse height distribution of the neutron counter for 225 MeV neutron.
      The energy scale of the abscissa corresponds to the energy ofproton.

Table 2. Detecting eMciency of the neutron counter.
               (low gair set)

energy of neutron (MeV)

 75Å}8

225+18

eMciency (9o/)

9. I -t-O. 6

ll.5Å}O.6

For each event, the pulse heights of the neutron counter and both the (ierenkov

counters and the flight time of the neutron were measured in coincidence and
recorded with a PDP-S data processer. The flight time ofthe neutron was measured
by detecting the time difference between the puises from the derenkov counters and

the pulse from the neutron counter. As is shown in Fig. 1, the rre counter was set
at 62.60in the Lab. system. The neutron counter was set at en=34.8e, 38.0e,
41.2e and 47.60 in the Lab. system. The setting of en==41.20 corresponds to
e..CM==90Q and k'=750 MeV where e.CM denotes the angle oftl}e produced rrO ines-
on in the center ofmass system. k' denotes the energy of the incident or ray in the
system iR which the target neutron is at rest.

g 3. Data Reduction
  a. Cross Section Foriinulas

    Since the deuterium K4ras used as the target of the reaction 7+n-,-rre+n, the
derivation ofthe cross section from the yield is rather complicated. The solid angle
in the center of mass system can not be evaluated by the usual means because of the
internal motlon of the neutron in the deuteron. In the present paper the cross
section was calcu}ated by using the Monte Carlo method. It was assumed that
each target neutron has the momentum distributions expected from the Hulth6n
wave functioniO) and that a or ray interacts with only one nucleon, leaving the other
as it is (spectator model). The calculations were performed by a computer
I{ITAC 5020. The procedure of the caiculation is as follows:
    The number of the detected events per unit equivalent quanta caused by the
or rays with the energy between k and k+Ak and the neutrons with the initial
momentum between P and P+dP is given by
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                  da    Y(k, P)dPdk me dg,.•ti2CM(q)•N,(k)dk•Nt(P)AP•nN•n.e(q), (3.l)

where

     da    u2cM : The differential cross section in the center of mass system.

    dgCM(q) : The solid ang}e in the center of mass system which is calcu}ated by
             taking account of the interRal motion of the target neutron.
    Nr(k)dk :The number of the7rays with the energy between k and k+dk
             per unit equivalent quanta.
    Nt(P)dP : The number of the target neuÅíron with the momentum between
             P and P+AP per cm2.
    nN : The detecting eMciency of the Reutron counter
    n..e(q) : The detecting eflirciency ofthe vae counter.

    k : The energy of the incident7 rays in the Lab. system
    P : Theinitial momentum ofthe target neutron in t:he Lab. system.
    a : The momentum of the produced rr" meson in the Lab. system.

d9CM(q) and n.,o(a) depend on ri' and P through a. The number of events per unit
equ!valent quanta is obtained by integratingY(L",P) as follows :

    Y= f,//:"Xf.Y(k, P)dPdk,

     = = f,k.:aX./.1 dS{. • A2CM(a) • nN •n.. e(a) • .?Vt(P)dLI' • IV,(k)dk,

     = dZ{MVN•f,h. aXf.d2CM(q)•n.o(g)•Nt(P)dP•N,(k)dk,

        da      == dg,,,nN•R(k, P), (3.2)
where

    R(k, P) = f,h-.:aXf.A2CM(q)•op.e(q)•Nt(P)dP•N,(k)dk, (3.3)

dald2CM is the average of the differential cross section with the ener.cry region
determined by the experimental arrangement. R was calculated by the Monte
Calro method which will be described as follows:
  (a) The reactions due to the 7 rays of less than 500 MeV were not detected
kinematically with our experimental arrangement. In order to take account of
the bremsstrahlultg spectrum the energy region between 500 MeV and 950 MeV
( ==lcmax) was divided into 40 parts in which the equai number of the 7 rays were

contained. Accordingly, R can be expressed as follows:

            '    R(k, P) == "., ./.1 A2CM(a) •n.. e(a) • Art(P)dLP• Nr(ki)dkJ,

             40          ":nrXRt, (3.4)             l=1
where
    nr== Nr(ki)riki,

    Rt=f.dÅíCM(q)•n.,e(q)•.ZVt(P)dP. (3.5)
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ki and nr are the average ofk and the number of7 rays in each part, respectively.
    In the same manner as the case oftke bremsstrahlun.cr spectrum, the momentum
of the target neutron was taken into account in the calcu}ation. Assuming that
each target neutron has tke momentum distribution expected from the Hulth6n
wave function,iO) the region of the neutron momentum between O MeVfc and
215 MeVlc was divided into 4e payts so that the number of the target neutron is
equally distributed in each part.

  (b) Five following guantities were choseR from random numbers.
    (1) P: The initial momentum of the target neutron in the Lab. system. IPI
          was determined by choosing oRe part from 40parts described iR (a).
          ']rhe aRgular distributions of P were assumed to be isotropic.
    (2) e..CM and op.CM: The production angle ofthe rr" meson in the ceRter ofmass
          system. 0.CM was chosen from the region between e..minCM =cos-i (O.3)
          and enrnax== cos-i (-e.2), because the reaction writh e.CM <ermi.CM or
          e..CM>e.,maxCM could not be detected kineinatically. q}.CM was choselt in
          the regioR between OO and 3600.

  (c) The foilowing quantities in the Lab, system were ca}culated for each kt
     from the quantites determined in (b).
    (l) q : Themomentum ofthe produced rrO meson.
    (2) Pn: The momentum of the recoil neutron.
    (3) k' : The energy of the incident of7 ray in the system in which the target
       neutron is at rest (corresponding to the energy of the 7 ray in the Lab.
       system for the reaction 7+n.zO+n when the neutron is free).

  (d) Each calculated event was exam!ned whether it could be detected by our
      experimental arrangement or not. For the event in which the recoi} neutron
      could be detected, the detecting efficiency of the rrO mesons was calculated
      geometricaily from a and the arrangement of the rre counter.
    The processes from (b) to (d) were performed 7,OOO times for each kt. Then
R is given by

                                SS MI

    R=27v(coser.minCM-cosermaxCM)nriMMi , (3.6)
where M is the number of times of the processes for ki (M==7,OOO) and mi is the
number of the detected events for ki. Since the neutron counter was arranged at
e. =34,8e, 38.00, 41.20 and 47.6e, the calculations were ' performed for each arrange-
ment.
    The reaction 7+d.rr'+n+(n) was measured to exarnlne the validity of the
present treatment for the internal motion of the target neutron in the deuteron.
The experimental arrangeinent was the same as the calibration run of the neutron
counter, except for the use of the liquid deuterium target. The n' mesons with
the momentum between 516.0 MeV/c and 552,O MeVlc at e.. =60" were detected
with the magnet system. The neutrons were detected in coincidence •with the rr'
mesons. The neutroR counter was set at e, ==37.7e, 42.IO, 45.00, 48.50 and 55.0e,
respectively. The setzing angle of42.le corresponds to e,CM=880 of the reaction
7+P-->z"+n at L'=750 MeV. As is shown !n Fig. 8, tke yields indicate that the
angular spread of the recoil neutron from the deuteroR target is wider than that
expected from the proton target.
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    R for the reaction or+d-)rr'+n+(n) can be calculated by
as R for the reaction t7+d->7re+n+(P) by using op.+(a) in
n..+(a) is the probabillty that the n" mesons is detected. En
for five arrangements, the processes of l,040,eOO times were

arrangements.

the same procedure
the place of n.e(a).
order to obtain R's
performed for each
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    Fig. 8 shows the yields and the calculated R's Åíor five arrangements. R's are
normalized to the number of events at 42.10. The yields are in good agreement
with R's. The differential cross section at e.==42.IO x4ras determined to be 7.7 pabfstr

as the normalization factor. This value is in good agreement with M. BeneventaRo's
dataii) for the reaction 7+P.rr"+n within the experimental error. The procedure
of the derivation of the cross section is proved to be adequate for the reaction
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7+d-e-rr"+n+(n). The caluclated energy spread ofthe 7 rays and angular spread
of the x' mesons for the arrangement of 42.Ie are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. IO, res-
pectively.

  b. Correction
     1. Impulse approximation and multiple scattering
    Assuming the impuise approximation and the closure approximation, Chew and
Leweisi2) gave the cross section of the vae photoproduction from deuterons for nuclear

recoil momentum Q as follows:

     ddQaj2 't' 21-Ji.(< l KTn I 2>Av+< l Kp ] 2>Av+< I Ln I 2>Av+< l Lp i 2>Av

        + 2 F( Q. )Re[-llll< l K7n* ' l<p l >Av + < 1 Ln* • Lp f >A v}k ww 3j<2M,

where
    F(q)- fexp (iQ • p)ui2(p) d p

       p=rl-r2.
    <IKnl>Av and<ILnl>Av; the spin fiip and non spln flip cross section for
        a free neutron, respective!y.

    <]KM>Av and<ILpl>Av; the spin flip and non spin flip cross sections for
        a fyee proton, respectively.

    k; the energy of the incident 7 rays in the Lab. system '•

    rj; tke coordinates of the neutron or proton in the deuteron.

    ui(p); the deuteron wave function

It is seen that the cross section for a deuteron is the sum of the cross sections of the

free proton and neutron and the interference term. In the present experiment,
Q.Fs 700 MeV/c and F(Q)N1O-2 therefore the interfereRce term seems to be neglected
as a smali term.
    In order to test the validity ofthe imp}use approximation, M. Davier et ali3)
and J. I. Friedman and }I. W. Kendalli3) compared the experimental results of the
coherent x" photoproduction from the deuteron with the resu}ts of the impulse
approximation ca}culation by Hadjioannou.i`) At the 7 ray energy region around
the d(l236) resonance, the measured cross sections are fairly smaller than the
calculated values and in agreement with Chappelear's calculatlonsiS) in whlch the
rescattering corrections were taken into account. At around the or ray energy of
500 MeV and Qf\500 MeV/c, the experimental results agree with the impulse
approximation calculation. The impulse approximation becomes rnore valid for
the rrO photoproduction from the deuteron as the 7 ray energy iRcreases and as the
transfer momentum increases. Therefore, the impuise approximation seems to be
va}id for our experiment (k =775 MeV, Q=:700 MeVlc.)
    For the collision of high energy particles with the deuteron, the calculation
on the effects due to the double scattering was performed by R.J. Glauber et al..i6)
The method is based on the presurnption that the waveiength of the incident particle
is much smaller than the ranges of the interaction with nucleons and that the
interaction between the incidient particle and the single nucleon is spin independent
and spherically symmetric. They calculated the scattering cross section of the
reaction rr-d, K-d, p-d and P-d, basing on the approximation that the scattering
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nucleons are frozen in their instantaneous positions during the passage ofthe incident

particle through the deuteron. The results give the good agreement with experi-
mental results near the forward direction. However some disagreements are seen
at large angles. A few authors attempted to extend the Giauber approach to larger
angles. However, these calculations still seem to be unab}e to reproduce the ex-
perimental data. K. Schillingi') estimaÅíed the Glauber correction for the va"
photoproduction oR the deuteron and obtained the value ofabout 60/. for the small
momentum transfer.

    2. Muitipion photoproduction

    Although many measurements for the reactioR 7+P-->rr"+x'+P have been
performed, few measurements for other double pion photoproducsion carried out.
Our measurement arrangement could detect the doub}e pion photoproduction in
which one pion had the }arge momentum and the other had the smali momentum.
Since there is almost no experimental information on such a case, the correction for
the double pion photoproduction was calculated with the assumption that there
is no correlation in the final state. The correction was estimated to be less thaR
O.lO/,. Also the correction for the n photoproduction and the triple pion photo-
production are estimated to be negligiblly small. Therefore, the correction for the
multipion photoproductions was neg}ected.

  c. Experimenta} results

    The data for the reaction 7+d-ze+n+(P) at en ==41.20 are shown in Fig.
11. The number of events for the reaction or+d->vaO+n+(P) together with R's
calculated in tlte section g3a are shown in Fig. 12 and rl'able 3. R's are normalized
to the number ofevents at 41.20. The number ofevents are in good agreement with
R's. Since e.,CM and k' for the experimenta} arrangemeRt at 38.0e are nearly equal
to those for 41.20 as is seen in Table 3, the weighted means of both data for 38.0e
and 41.2e are listed in the last column of Table 3. The errros are summaried in
Tabie4. The measured cross section together with the calculated value by
Yamaki's analysis are shown in Fig. I5. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the calculated
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Fig. 11.

   10 20 30 100 200 3oo 4oo                    nsec . MeV  FLIGHT TIME OF maUTRON PULSE HEIGHT OF CA

        (a) (b)Data for the reaction r+d-->TO+nÅÄ(P) at e.=4!.2e. (a) shows two dimensional
display ofthe flighttime ofthe neutron and pulse height ef the neutron counter.
(b) shows two dimensional display of the pulse heights of the two derenkov coun-

ters. The energy scales correspond to the electron energy shown in Fig. 3.
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l2. Number ofevents ofthe reaction r+de-z"+n+(p). The error bars indicate
    the statistical error. The setting angle ef 41.2e corresponds to e..CMr90e for the
    reaction r+P-rce-t-P at L'---750 MeV. R's are normalized to the number of
    events at 41.2e.

Table 3. Cross sections for the reaction r+n->zO+n.

Setting
neutron

angle of
counter

number Åío event
par 10i2 e.q.

      R
     0r.CM

      k,

      da
      d9

34.8e

     6. 52

 2. 25 Å~ 10-3

 95.00Å}2.0

800 -- 125 MeV

  5. 68 ptblstr
i

38.oo
E
E 41.2o

E
47. 6o

    l8.4

 5.39Å~10-3

 9i.Oo t2.3e

780+120MeV

6. 69 pblstr

    18.7

 5. 28 Å~ iO-3

 90.0o t2.2e

775+120MeV

6. 93 geblstr

     4.8

  i.69Å~103

 86.0o t2.se

720 -F 1 20 MeV

5.51 ptblstr

38.0e+41.2e

     18.6

 5. 3! Å~ 10-3

 90.3e t2.6e

775+125MeV

6.87+O. 82 ptblstr
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        Fig. 13. Fig. 14.
 The calculated energy spread of the r rays for the reaÅëtion r+d.rre+n+(P) when
 neutron counter and the nO counter are set at e.==41,2e and 0.. w=62.60, respectively.
 The scale of the abscissa corresponds to the energy of the incidentr ray in the Lab.
 system in which the target nucleon is rest.

The calculated angular spread of the reaction r+d->TO+n-F(P) in the center of
 mass system when the neutron counter and the ze counter are set at en==41.20 and
0r, :62.60, respectively.
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energy spread of the 7 rays and the calculated angular spread of rre mesons which
could be detected with the experimental arrangement at 41.20. The energy spread
of the 7 rays which are responslble for the reaction 7+n.rrO+n is about 250 MeV
at FWHM. This spread is fairly iarger than that for the reaction 7+d-->rr'+n+(n),
because ofthe larger energy spread ofthe pme counter than that ofthe analyzing mag-
net system for the rr" detection.
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            o:M.goe                                                  k'"775 MeV
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           (a) (b)
Differentiat cross section of the reaction r+n-eLrrO+n. The energy and angular
spreads are shown in Fig. I3 and 14, respectively. The error is shown in Table IV.
The curves were caluclated by Yamalci's analysis with the assumption that

     Curve I: E2-.SIE2-V=:M2-SIM2.Vw-l13,
     Curve II : E2-S == M2-S == O or E2-V== M2-V ==O

     Curve !II: E2-SIE2.V=M2.S/M2-V=:i
     Curve IV: E2-SIE2..VmM2mSIM2-V :-1111.

Table 4. Errors for the reaction r+n-ze+n at 38.00 and 41.2o.

statistical

calculated

detecting

detecting

   .rnaxlmum

error

 solid angle

eMciency of neutron counter

efflcieny of zaO counter

 energy of r-rays

7.0 .0o!

3.0 9oi

6.0 9o!

3.0 .ooi

6.0 .o.i

The uncertainty of the quantameter is not included, since it has not been compared with others.

g4. Discussion
    In the energy
phenomenologically

region from 300 MeV
 the cross section and

to 850 MeV, T.
the po}arization

Yamakii8) calculated
of the recoil nucleon
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for the rre photoproduction from the proton. He used the clispersion reiation of
Chew, Goldberger, Low and Nambui9) for the rnttItipole amplitudes Mi+, and
Eo+ and the Breit-Wigner expressions for Mi", M2- and E2". Ei+ was neglected as
the smali term. The multipole amplitudes E2- and M2", leading to the N(}518)
resonance, are assumed as follows:

                       ni3e2i6i3-1           E2-.==iCefkg21b q, , (4.l)
                       2n13e2ia13-1           M2-==iC'efk2e q, , (4.2)
with
           C== CvÅ}Cs t+: For 7+p-,-rrO+p,
           C'== C'vÅ}C's l-: For 7+n-eFrrO+n,

where Cv (and Cv') and Cs' (and Cs) are parameters corresponding to the isovector
and isoscalar parts, respectively. C for the reaction 7+P->rrO+p is estimated to
be -1.97 by Yamaki. The definition of other notations is the same as the text.i8)
For the xN phase shifts three sets are used;a set derived by L. D. Roper20' and
two sets by B. ff. Bransden et al..2i) The experirnental data arein better agreemeRt
with the results obÅíained by using the set of Reper than the other sets. From the
results ofthe anaiysis for the reactlon 7ÅÄP-->rrO+P, he conciuded that the ratio M2-1

E2- might be l15t-vl13 and that five rrN states, Sn, S3i, Pn, Pi3 and Di3, were
enough to account for the rrO photoproduction up to 850 MeV.
    He calculated also the cross sectlon for the coherent rrO photoproduction from
the deuteron basing on the impulse approximation and assuming that

    Arg M2-V-Arg M2-S= Arg E2mV-Arg E2-S me O, (4.3)
where the superscripts S and V indicate the isoscalar and isovector parts, respect-
ively. It was concluded from the experimenta} resultsi) that the isotopic vector
part was dominant in the Di3 wave amplitude ofthe rre photoproduction from free
nulceons.
    Yamaki also calculated the cross section for the reaction 7+n-e-rrO+n, uslng
the Roper's zAi pkase shifts and M2m/E2-=:l/3. It is seen from Eqs. (I.2) and
(1.4) that the cross section for the reaction 7+n.rrO+n can be caluclated in the
same way as for the reaction 7+p-->rrO+P by changing the signs of the isoscalar
parts of the multipole amplitudes. However, accerding to Yamaki's analysis, the
isoscalar parts ofMi+ and Mi- are neg}ected because of MSi+IMVi+, irUfSi-IMVi.-N
115.22) The calcuiation has been perforrned for various cases iR which Cv+Cs==
-1.97, M2-IE2m=I13 and C's/C'y =CslCv. In Fig. I5, the calculated results
are shown together with tke measured cross section. Four curves are calculated on
the following assumption that

    Curve I: E2-S/E2-V== M2"S/M2-V==-1/3 (Cv==-1.97xl.5, Cs= l.97xO.5)
    Curve II : E2"S == M2mS= e (Cv == - 1.97, Cs == O) or E2-V ur M2mV=e

               (Cv==O, Cs=-1.97)
    Curve III: E2MS/E2-"==M2-S/M2-"==1 (Cv=Cs=-1.97xO.5)
    Curve IV: E2-S/E2-V==M2-S/M2mV=-1/ll (Cv=-1.97Å~1.i, Cs==I.97xe.1)

There is a little difference between the cross sections for E2-S===M2-S ==O and E2-V==
M2-V== O, due to the interference with other amplitudes, This difference is neglect-
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ed in Curve II. In Curve III, the isoscalar part and isovector part ofE2- and fYf2.
are cancelled out. It is seen fi'om Curve I and IV that a mixing of the isoscalar
part with the opposite sign to the isovector part causes a rapicl increase of the cross
section for the reaction orÅÄn->rre-Fn

    It seems that the experimental result favors Curve II and IV rather than Curve
I and III. This is consistent with the preivous experimental result for the reaction
or+d-ne+din which the isovector part was dominant. Therefore the experimental
results support the dominant isovector part in the Di3--amplitude of the x photo-
production from the nucleon around the N(1518) resonance.23)
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